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Abstract: Globally, there are approximately 2.5 billion people who depend directly on the agricultural sector. Farmers with less than ten hectares of lands are almost a third of the world’s
population with almost 90% of these having less than two hectares. For the poor, growing minor and underutilised crops has always been one of their options, particularly on low-input/nonproductive lands. In addition to the long term adaptation of many minor and underutilised crops to local environments under limited resources, these crops generally withstand biotic and
abiotic stresses better and could contribute to agricultural biodiversity and address nutritional concerns through dietary diversification. However, breeding programmes for minor and
underutilised crops are challenging due to the lack of ex ante sequence information and biotechnological tools.

Some promising characteristics of minor &
underutilised crops:

Potential solutions for:

- adapted to local environment

- food and agricultural security

- tolerate biotic and/or abiotic stresses better

- maintaining agricultural
biodiversity

- accessible to locals

Aims:
- to study/understand minor and
underutilised crops

HOW?

- to assist in crop improvement
breeding programmes

1. The major constraints faced in minor and underutilised crop studies: 1) lack of ex ante sequence information; 2) limited financial and physical resources
target
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To overcome this, we have chosen Diversity Array Technology (DArT);
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2. Conversion of DArTSeq into single locus format
One of the major potential limitations of DArTSeq is the short length for conversion of markers linked to traits of interest into single locus tests which can be used for breeding selection. Even
without further in silico analysis (as illustrated in Section 3), our preliminary results using the DArTSeq 64bp Tag have demonstrated the feasibility of converting these short unique sequences
containing SNP variation into a single locus format using the specificity of a thermostable ligase. This is particularly useful for underutilised crops, where using limited sequence information we
can generate agarose-based markers for marker-assisted breeding programmes.
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In addition, samples from two crosses (homozygous in the parental
lines) were tested for SNP-2, which has the C/G variant at position
20. In tubes containing dCTP, amplification results (below) correctly
reveal this polymorphism.
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For example, in a homozygous sample with the SNP-1 variant known to
be A/T at position 19, the correct amplification products (arrow) are
observed in the tube containing dATP but not in dTTP, dCTP and dGTP.
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3. Characterisation of DArTSeq markers
Because of the lack of a genome sequence for Bambara groundnut, the characteristics of DArTSeq markers were tested using the available date palm databases (genome scaffolds and
transcriptome; reported to give 90% transcriptome coverage and 60% genome coverage; Al-Dous et al., 2011). The polymorphisms anchored to the physical genome or transcriptome revealed
by the uniquely matched 64bp sequence tag of the DArTSeq markers are particularly of interest. Such unique matches associating the marker with a specific gene model could be used to derive
new within-species single locus molecular markers for marker-assisted breeding or the associated sequences ordered by within-species genetic mapping could be used to relate the Bambara
groundnut chromosomes to model or major crop species, facilitating the transfer of existing information to Bambara groundnut.
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DArT markers-current applications in
Bambara groundnut:

Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL)

Identification of candidates associated with
traits of interest
Source: Stadler, 2009

Identification of variation in cis- & trans-acting
genetic elements, combined with integration of
e-markers into DArT-based genetic maps –
cross-species plus within-species mapping
Source: Foster, 1921
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Our findings have demonstrated the applicability of the DArTSeq technique to address common
bottleneck in generating within-species data and linkage to other species faced in most minor and
underutilised crops. Information generated is useful for subsequent development of markers for
breeding work (as suggested below) even without whole genome or transcriptome information.
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4. Future applications of DArT markers & DArTSeq:

Collinearity/comparative synteny
analysis

64bp marker tags
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Marker-assisted selection (MAS) breeding programmes
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